Abstract-An operational nonlinear Physical Inversion (PIn) algorithm for precipitable and cloud liquid water estimate is described.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of water vapour in dynamics and thermodynamics of the atmosphere is due to the fact that it is one of the regulators of global energy budget of the Earth. As radiative forcing term for the terrestrial surface -along with clouds, CO 2 and other greenhouse constituents -it contributes to processes of heat transfer to the Earth surface.
Evaporation also represents a method for atmospheric energy storing. Such energy is then released through condensation in clouds, producing an increment of air-mass temperature that triggers convective motions causing precipitation. In such way no mass exchange results between surface (mainly oceans) and atmosphere but a mere latent heat transfer [1] .
For these reasons, knowledge of water vapour -both in clear sky and in a cloudy atmosphere -can substantially improve performances of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models both at synoptic scale and mesoscale resolution. In fact, produced PIn -Part I: An operational nonlinear Physical Inversion algorithm for precipitable and cloud liquid water estimate in non-raining conditions over sea
Stefano Migliorini, Stefano Nativi, Member, IEEE PIN -University of Florence, Piazza Ciardi, 25 -59100 Prato (Italy) migliorini@pin.unifi.it mostly in the tropics [2] by evaporation of warm ocean water, it is redistributed vertically and horizontally across the globe by deep convective cells and large-scale eddies, influencing global circulation models forecasts. Furthermore, in a recent study [3] the moisture field resulted the most beneficial individual observation type for improving the accuracy of forecasts of precipitation accumulation from the UK Met. Office Mesoscale NWP Model.
For climate research, Hou et al. [4] showed that reanalysis assimilating precipitation and total precipitable water in a "1 + 1" dimension variational scheme can significantly improve the quality of the four-dimensional distributions of latent heating, clouds, and large-scale motions. In such scheme the vertical structure of the moisture analysis increment is controlled by two parameters: a dimensionless parameter which modifies the change in relative humidity as a linear function of the log of pressure to match the observed rain-rate, and a constant parameter for matching the observed total precipitable water value.
In particular, Hou et al. demonstrated that to assimilate total precipitable water and precipitation retrievals from TMI (TRMM Microwave Imager) [5] or SSM/I [4] improves not only the hydrological cycle, but also key climate parameters such as clouds, radiation, and the large-scale circulation produced by the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) data assimilation system (DAS). Furthermore, passive microwave sensors retrievals that play a key role in the atmospheric hydrological cycle (i.e. total precipitable water, near surface wind speed, liquid water path and surface rainrate) are increasingly used to validate simulations obtained with general circulation models, to monitor the quality of the analysis obtained with NWP models, and to validate current or new and improved model parameterisations [6] [7] [8] .
Microwave remote sensing is capable of providing measurements both at night and in all-weather conditions; secondly, it is the only direct way to infer cloud water content [9] . Furthermore, satellite-borne sensors are able to get information over large areas and also where there is scarcity of point-like measurements, as in case of oceans and seas. Generally, precipitable and cloud liquid water physical retrieving techniques for passive microwave sources are customised for a specific radiometer [10] , [11] ; one of the most recent was developed by Wentz [12] for the AMSR (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer). As TMI radiometer has been recently deployed, standing by SSM/I instruments and new advanced microwave radiometers are scheduled to be launched in the next future, the development of a general physical retrieving techniques is valuable, as far as an operational framework is concerned. We worked out a techniques which allows to retrieve precipitable and cloud liquid water from any deployed conical-scanning radiometers in non-raining conditions over sea, for operational purposes.
In order to develop such a general retrieving technique at the microwave regime, we assumed that the satellite viewing angle, the number, frequency and linear polarisation orientation of radiometer channels are not fixed. Therefore we needed to consider the atmospheric extinction coefficient as a function of frequency as well as vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and relative humidity. Hence, we needed to make assumptions on the shape of relevant atmospheric vertical profiles that were based on climatological considerations. Furthermore, a generic wind-roughened sea surface reflectivity treatment was developed; it is based on the expression introduced in [12] but can be utilised for all microwave frequencies. Eventually, a consistent treatment of cloud liquid water and ice contributes was worked out.
A parametric expression for upwelling horizontally and vertically polarised brightness temperature at a generic atmospheric height was achieved; this expression is particularly suited to be embedded in an operational nonlinear inversion procedure.
Such expression is the main peculiarity of the introduced model, and makes the difference with the couple of approaches commonly used by operational physically-based retrieval techniques for the estimation of atmospheric columnar contents. A first kind of approach models brightness temperatures, at each of a number of frequencies -characteristics of a specific radiometeras a function of upwelling and downwelling atmospheric effective temperatures and vertically integrated oxygen, water vapour and liquid water absorption; a calibration dataset (i.e. raobs) is utilised to express the previous parameters as a function of vapour and liquid water columnar contents [10] , [12] . The second kind of technique expresses the upwelling top of atmosphere brightness temperature -at each of a number of frequencies which are characteristic of a specific radiometer -as a function of temperature, water vapour and liquid water values in a number of atmospheric layers; a model function is achieved comparing the top of atmosphere radiance with vapour and liquid water columnar contents obtained from radiosondes observations -related to a specific site and season; total precipitable water and liquid water content are retrieved through an iterative technique [11] .
As far as inversion techniques are concerned, water vapour and cloud liquid water retrievals are generally obtained by a function that minimises the variance between the observed and modelled brightness temperatures. We implemented a nonlinear iterative algorithm based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method, that is particularly suited for tackling nonlinear inversion issues [13] .
The main peculiarity of the presented technique is to be applicable to a generic conical scanning sensor characterised by its own observation frequencies, view angle and linear polarisation orientations. Besides, this algorithm does not need any calibration phase, and therefore it is independent from the availability of in-situ data, and is consistent in different geographical and climatological situations.
Such operational procedure has been tested for a couple of deployed microwave sensors (i.e. TMI and SSM/I) [14] , and is ready to be utilised for radiometers which will be shortly operational (e.g. SSMI/S, AMSR).
In this paper, the developed forward model is reported. Validation results of the model are showed comparing the achieved brightness temperatures with those evaluated using a well-known literature radiative transfer code [15] . A comprehensive study of spectral sensitivity of the presented solution to input geophysical parameters, is also reported. Eventually, optimal estimation strategy is discussed in detail.
II. THE FORWARD MODEL
Standard atmospheric temperature profile in the first 25 kilometres, during both summer and winter, may be supposed to vary linearly with height below the tropopause height z tp and to become constant upwards. Meanwhile, standard water vapour profile is rather well approximated -for the same height and season range -by an exponential function decaying with height [16] .
Hence, for height values z ≤ 25 km, temperature profile T(z) and water vapour profile ρ(z) can be written as
where a is the surface level, T tp is the tropopause temperature in K, T 0 is the air temperature at the surface level in K, α is the temperature lapse rate in K/km, ρ 0 is the water vapour mass density at the surface level and H is the water vapour scale height in km.
Inserting (1) in the hydrostatic and gas equation, dry pressure profile becomes Moist air pressure e(z), from (1), (2) and the gas equation with M w = 18.01534 kg/kmol water molecular weight, can be written as
in hPa, where ρ 0 is in g/m 3 . An approximation of the saturation moist air pressure as a function of temperature profile is given as ( 5 ) in hPa. The barometric pressure P(z) is found adding (4) to (3), while relative humidity RH in percent is simply
For radiation frequency ν in the microwave spectral range, atmospheric extinction coefficient κ ν (z) in clear sky is given as
in km -1 , where ν is in GHz and m'' is the imaginary part of the complex atmospheric refraction coefficient [17] in ppm.
In presence of clouds, a droplet extinction term must be added. For microwaves, extinction by spherical cloud droplets -whose radius is below 50 microns -can be modelled using Rayleigh approximation to Mie extinction. In this case, equation (7) becomes
in km -1 , where ρ c is the cloud droplet density in g/m 3 , ε w = ε' w + iε'' w is the droplet complex dielectric constant [18] -function of radiation frequency and atmospheric temperature -and α w = 1 for cloud water particles or α w = 0.916 for ice cloud particles. For the same droplets radius and frequency range it can be demonstrated that single scattering albedo is well below unity [19] : cloud extinction comes mainly from pure droplet absorption of electromagnetic energy.
In order to limit the number of forward model parameters, presently only water in liquid phase is considered. Instead of fixing a liquid water density value throughout the vertical extent of the cloud, a liquid water profile is set multiplying the cloud liquid water density at water vapour saturation level sat c ρ , with a water vapour supersaturation ratio [20] . The latter is the ratio between ) ( z e and the moist air saturation pressure (5) at level z, where ) ( z e is the value that moist air pressure (4) would have taken up if saturation had not occurred-. where z 1 and z 2 are the water vapour saturation levels.
Our study focuses on spectral frequencies below 100 GHz and emitting/absorbing air parcels temperatures greater than about 250 K (lower limit temperature for a cloud in a supercooled water phase [21] where b -set equal to 25 km -is the top atmospheric level; Ω p accounts for non-specular reflection directions [12] ; T cos is the 2.7 K cosmic background radiation; T S is the sea surface temperature in K and where
is the optical depth, being )
Term |r p | 2 is the wind-roughened sea surface reflectivity as a function of frequency, water salinity, wind vector and zenith angle.
Following Wentz's formulation [12] it can be expressed as
where F contains contributions due to sea foam and diffraction from small-scale (gravity and capillary) waves and where
is the geometric optics reflectivity (due to large-scale waves), An empirical polynomial expression for F as a function of frequency in GHz and wind intensity in m/s can also be found in [12] , while r i coefficients in (14) (Fig. 1) .
In the sea surface reflectivity term, a sinusoidal (second harmonic limited) dependence from wind direction is also considered for selected frequencies in the studied spectral range [12] [23].
Inserting (1) are the atmospheric effective heights for h ≤ h tp and h > h tp , respectively. The two different expressions for T B in (15) are due to the different trend of the atmospheric temperature (1) below and above z tp . For a given T tp value, from (1) a corresponding h tp value is found: if the selected h is lower than h tp , the first expression of (15) has to be considered, while the second one if it is greater.
III. VALIDATION OF THE FORWARD MODEL
To test the performances of the presented numerical code, a comparison between its results and those obtained with a literature code was made. The PolRadTran code was used for this purpose; it was written by F. Evans at Colorado State University and University of Colorado since 1991 [15] . This scheme is a polarized plane-parallel radiative transfer model for randomly oriented particles with a plane of symmetry. Radiative transfer equation is solved using the doubling and adding technique and output radiances are calculated for every atmospheric layer characterized by a given height, temperature and extinction coefficient.
Linear thermal emission within each atmospheric layer and Lambertian or Fresnel surface reflectivity are provided.
Let consider a clear sky atmosphere, divided in 26 levels of 1 km thickness, having atmospheric profiles as in (1), (2) and (3) with parameter values as in Tab. 1 Atmospheric temperature for every level and extinction coefficient within each layer at 10.7, 19.35, 22.235, 37, 85.5 GHz are then calculated. In particular, extinction for a given layer is taken as the mean value over sublevels of 0.1 km step, equal to the quadrature step used to evaluate optical thickness (12) . A calm sea surface is supposed. In Tab. 2 are reported the complex refractive indexes n = n' -jn'' of sea water at selected frequencies, used to calculate Fresnel reflectivity, for a zenith angle of 53 deg and for sea surface temperature and salinity as in Tab. 2.
Brightness temperatures at the top of atmosphere were calculated for a zenith observation angle of 53 deg in vertical and horizontal polarization for selected frequencies. Results of the comparison has been reported in Fig. 2 and Tab. 3. ( 1 7 ) where ∆T B, p,ν is the variation in K of brightness temperature at a frequency ν in polarization p for a corresponding variation ∆q of the parameter q. If (17) Eventually, wind direction angle -even though of less radiometric relevance-was not fixed, due to its high temporal and spatial variability.
Columnar water vapour content -or precipitable water PW -is found integrating (2) along the vertical. For atmospheric height much greater than water vapour scale height, results
Sensitivity of the forward model to precipitable water is therefore (Fig. 4 sat is the corresponding absolute brightness temperature error of the radiometer; N pol is the number of radiometer channels used in the retrieving. Minimum of (20) is found using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [13] ; it is a compromise between the Gauss-Newton method -suitable when there is enough confidence to be near to the solution -and the steepest descent method. In the Gauss-Newton method, a second order
Taylor expansion of (20) where H ∈ ℜ M x M is the hessian matrix of χ 2 divided by two calculated in q 0 . This method is very fast, because the solution is directly worked out, but its reliability depends on the assumption of proximity of the first-guess to the solution.
Steepest descent method is instead always applicable and its recipe consists in iteratively applying (21) using a generic constant λ in place of the local value of the hessian matrix, until minimum has found. At m-th step,
The problem is that an optimal value of λ is not directly prescribed in the method. In fact, if a too little one -with respect to the modulus of local gradient -is selected, cost function risks to increase; otherwise, the convergence process may be too long.
Furthermore, there is no assurance that such process is not asymptotic. (21) at m-th step. Therefore, starting from a first guess parameter vector, minimization process is performed increasing the value of λ, as long as cost function does not decrease. When it happens, components of parameter vector are updated.
A stop criterion has to be also provided. Our choice was to stop the minimization process when the difference between cost function values was lower than 0.1 for four consecutive steps.
If absolute brightness temperature error ∆T B,j sat can be considered the same for every radiometer polarization channel j, from (20) , the root mean square error of the estimate can be expressed as From (24) it seems that the more channels are used and the more accurate is the estimate, given a value of χ 2 . Actually, this is true only if the adopted model is sensitive to its parameters in correspondence of the added channels. In fact, it can be shown [13] that once the acceptable minimum has been found -in case the model were unbiased with respect to observations (and Once the optimal estimation process has ended, effective atmospheric profiles on a pixel by pixel basis can be evaluated, for the selected radiometric acquisition; for instance assuming that the inversion procedure worked out a typical midlatitude summer set of parameters (i.e. T 0 =288 K; α=6.5 K/km; ρ 0 =7.78 g/m 3 ; H = 2 km), and assuming T tp = 217 K and P 0 = 1013 hPa the relative profiles are calculated according to equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (6) and (9), as showed in Fig. 5 . It is noteworthy that if atmospheric water vapour reaches the saturation value for a certain height range, according to equation (9), a cloud liquid water profile for the same height range is considered.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an algorithm for precipitable and cloud liquid water retrievals using satellite-borne microwave radiometers over sea has been presented. The presented technique was conceived to be applicable to a generic conical scanning sensor, and it does not need any calibration phase.
The algorithm is based on estimate of effective atmospheric profiles whose analytical expression derives from climatological considerations. In this way it is possible to reduce the number of atmospheric model parameters and give at the same time a consistent physical description of the underlying atmosphere.
The use of a nonlinear inversion technique provides reliable retrievals valuable for comparing e.g. precipitable water and liquid water path estimates with results from variational retrieval algorithms suited for satellite products assimilation into NWP models, as the one that operationally runs at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), Reading, UK, presently used for assimilation of SSM/I total column water vapour over the ocean [24] . This comparison could be very useful to monitor possible correlations between observation and background errors that can arise from the use of an a priori estimate of the model state as background information within the retrieval procedure, which might cause the result to be suboptimal (too close to the background).
Furthermore the presented technique can be utilised for global reanalyses purposes assimilating total precipitable water in a "1 + 1" dimension variational scheme; such procedure can improve estimates of primary fields of hydrological cycle.
Finally, forward model calculations have been compared with a robust numerical literature code [15] ; results are quite consistent with respect to the different radiative transfer schematisation; for the selected frequencies, they are never greater than 2 K; such maximum discrepancy is however acceptable, being not greater than absolute calibration error of state-of-the-art microwave remote sensing radiometers [25] . T0=288 K; α=6.5 K/km; Ttp=217 K; ρ0=7.78 g/m 3 ; H = 2 km; p0=1013 hPa (6) it is possible to check that in this case no saturation is achieved. 
